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Major case gets solved by the
Northwest Ohio Technology
Crimes Unit using Mobile
Phone Examiner Plus® (MPE+®)
MPE+, No Longer the Validation Tool!
Sergeant Terry Sneary, a 23-year veteran of the Allen County Sheriff’s Office, is a
digital investigator currently assigned to the Northwest Ohio Technology Crimes Unit
(NOTCU). For the past year, his primary duty within the Unit has been to conduct
mobile device investigations.
In this capacity, Sgt. Sneary faces a significant backlog of cases due in part to the fact
that law enforcement continually seizes more digital evidence across more devices
year after year. As a result, Sgt. Sneary’s job has become more difficult. Not because
of workload, but due to the multitude of mobile forensic solutions on the market
today coupled with the inability to keep up with advances in mobile device technology.
Sgt. Sneary contends that most mobile forensic tools only provide a “push-button”
solution that is capable of acquiring only a fraction of the potential evidence that can
be contained on a device.
Considering that nearly every criminal investigation involves acquiring digital evidence
in some form and that this evidence is increasingly acquired from mobile devices, Sgt.
Sneary recognizes the need to have adequate mobile forensic tools at his disposal.
Furthermore, in acquiring evidence that will withstand judicial scrutiny, Sgt. Sneary
recognizes the importance of obtaining digital evidence in a manner that does not
compromise or corrupt the integrity of the data.

“You cannot put dollars and cents on cases we process.
The ability to take these criminals off the street for us is priceless.”
—Sgt. Terry Sneary
Digital Investigator, Northwest Ohio Technology Crimes Unit (NOTCU)

When Sgt. Sneary was first assigned to the NOTCU, a Cellebrite® UFED unit was
purchased to address the increasing number of service requests to process smart
devices in criminal cases. In 2013, the NOTCU purchased MPE+® as a validation tool
in order to corroborate findings obtained from other forensic tools (in compliance
with the National Institute of Standards and Technology [NIST], test results of
acquired data must be repeatable and reproducible to be considered admissible
as electronic evidence). However, due to the performance of MPE+ in the case
presented below, MPE+ is now the primary tool utilized by the NOTCU in the
processing of mobile devices.

Key Evidence Obtained With MPE+ Leads to
the Conviction of Dangerous Child Predator
In a recent case involving the sexual exploitation of minors, Sgt.
Sneary was tasked with processing a suspect’s iPhone® 4, which
was used both to communicate with the victims in this case, as
well as store sexually explicit images of the victims.
From information gleaned from the victims and the suspect, Sgt.
Sneary determined the suspect utilized the application textPlus
to communicate with the victims. This application gave the
suspect the ability to not only communicate with the victims but
also appear as if the suspect was in a different state, thus lending
credibility to the suspect’s claims that he was a representative of
a modeling agency. In this capacity, the suspect enticed minors
to send sexually explicit images of themselves to the suspect in
exchange for the promise of becoming famous.
Sgt. Sneary knew it was imperative to retrieve the messages sent
via the textPlus application that were stored on the suspect’s
phone. However, in reviewing the data initially extracted by both
Cellebrite UFED and MPE+, Sneary realized none of the text
messages sent or received from textPlus were extracted as regular
SMS/TEXT messages, making it impossible to properly display
them on a report. “At that point I didn’t think any of the tools,
either Cellebrite or MPE+, were able to get those text messages
from the textPlus application. In reality I was wrong. MPE+ was
able to.” Using MPE+ SQLBuilder, Sneary was able to extract the
application’s SQL database, and present the textPlus messages in
a readable format for the jury to see.
Additionally, in processing the suspect’s iPhone 4 with the
Cellebrite UFED, Sgt. Sneary utilized MPE+ iLogical support
for iOS® devices to validate the Cellebrite findings. By utilizing
MPE+ iLogical support for iOS devices, Sgt. Sneary was able to
carve 13,000 more images than were first extracted when the
Cellebrite UFED tool was used. “It was almost double the amount
of pictures we originally had,” Sneary says. In reviewing the

additional images extracted using MPE+ iLogical support for iOS
devices, Sgt. Sneary recovered a deleted picture the suspect took
of one of the minor victims. In the picture, the suspect’s face was
visible in the background of the image as a reflection in a mirror.
This recovered picture as well as the textPlus messages recovered
with MPE+ SQLBuilder would later be the key evidence
presented at the suspect’s trial, which refuted the suspects
claim that he did not take the pictures nor communicate with
the minor victims
The use of MPE+ SQLBuilder and iLogical support for iOS
devices in this investigation provided overwhelming evidence of
the suspect’s guilt in the commission of numerous sex offenses
involving multiple victims, and led to the jury returning a guilty
verdict in less than an hour.
Sgt. Sneary concludes, “You cannot put dollars and cents on
cases we process. The ability to take these criminals off the street
for us is priceless.” In the two biggest cases of his career to date,
Sgt. Sneary has relied on MPE+ as the key solution in obtaining
evidence needed to secure a conviction.

Conclusion
As outlined in Sgt. Sneary’s case, the iLogical support for iOS
devices built into MPE+ was able to extract more evidence from
the device than the Cellebrite UFED. This evidence was critical
in the conviction of a very dangerous child predator. Likewise, the
MPE+ SQLBuilder allowed Sgt. Sneary to build a custom query
against the textPlus application—which was not supported by the
Cellebrite UFED—and recover the additional evidence needed
to solidify the case and present it in a readable format in the court
proceedings.
MPE+ SQLBuilder and iLogical support for iOS devices are just
two of the many unique features built into MPE+ that will assist
investigators in overcoming the challenges faced in today’s mobile
forensic investigations.
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